Safety and General Information

Important Information on Safe and Efficient Operation

Read this Information Before Using Your Radio.

The information provided in this document supersede the general safety information in the user guide published prior to December 1, 2002.

Transmission and Receiver Procedure

Your two-way radio contains a transmitter and a receiver. To reduce your exposure and increase receiver performance, we recommend using the following transmission and receiver procedures:

Transmission:

- Transmit no more than 5.5 to 7 W.
- To avoid echoes, reduce the PTT button.
- To ensure proper operation, be sure to transmit the correct voltages, frequencies and bandwidths.
- To increase the efficiency of the radio, reduce the transmitter power and make full use of the airborne power, you can reduce the transmitter power to 25% or even lower.
- When transmitting, we recommend using the correct voltages, frequencies and bandwidths.
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Weather Receiver

Consumer Two-Way Radio Products and Accessories purchased in the United States or Canada.

What Does this Warranty Cover?
Subject to the limitations outlined in this section, Giant International, Inc., warrants the Giant Two-Way radio consumer two-way radio to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of one year from the date of the first consumer purchase of the product in the United States or Canada.

Optional accessories (those purchased separately) and/or any items returned for the repair or replacement service are warranted for a period of 90 days after the completion of service.

What Does this Warranty Not Cover?
- Accidental damage, improper use, or failure to follow instructions in the owner’s manual.
- Damages caused by misuse, tampering or neglect.
- Batteries, cords, or cables.
- Any product purchased outside of the United States or Canada.
- Any product that has been modified or altered without Giant International, Inc.’s written consent.
- Any damage caused by unauthorized repairs.
- Any product that is not used for the purpose for which it was designed.
- Any product that is not used in accordance with the owner’s manual.
- Any product that is not properly maintained.

What to Do if you think your product needs service under this warranty?
Contact your authorized Giant International, Inc. Service Center. You will be provided with a return authorization number. Please include this number on the outside of your package.

Contact Giant International, Inc. Customer Service at 1-800-395-9000 for a list of authorized centers.

How to Obtain Warranty Service or Other Information?
To obtain warranty or other information, please call

USA Two-Way Radio
1-800-386-8119
Canada Two-Way Radio
1-800-386-8119

For Assistance, please call the electronic repair designated service for the product with which you are concerned.
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